COMPARE

these winning features

1. Longer Range
2. Harder Hitting
3. Dense, Even Patterns
4. Double Sealed Against Dampness
5. Corrugated
6. and KLEANBORE . . . which means no leading, no pitting, no rusting and NO GUN CLEANING!

For Traps, Skeet and Game at Normal Ranges

SHOOT SHUR SHOT

Shooters like Shur Shot for more reasons than the attractively low price. These shells boast many important Remington features—the famous battery cup primer; double-sealing against dampness; loaded only with high quality even burning standard brand smokeless powder; corrugated to make them stronger and tougher!

Made in 12, 16 and 20 gauges. Special loads for Skeet and Trap shooting. Ideal for game at normal ranges. And Kleanbore, of course, which means a clean barrel always!

Remington

Nitro Express

for EXTRA SPEED
POWER
REACH
SMASH!
NITRO EXPRESS
the hardest hitting shot shell
in the KLEANBORE line

If you want speed and power to spare, and a reach that annihilates distance, shoot Nitro Express. These mighty monarchs of the air first won fame in the duck blinds. Some of the stories you hear about the lusty-like way they lap high flyers are almost unbelievable. What you can believe is this—if you want to get there faster and reach your game at longer range, shoot Nitro Express!

In any gauge—12, 16, 20 and .410—there is a Nitro Express load that will add yards to your reach, and prompt to the smashing, shattering action of your gun. Loaded with the finest progressive burning powder. Percept, uniformly round shot. Resilient, gas tight, finest hair felt wads ensure dense, uniform, hard hitting patterns and freedom from lead fouling in the barrel. High brass base. The whole shell double sealed against dampness.

Remember, too, that when you shoot Nitro Express, you are hunting Kleanbore. Remington's famous non-corrosive ammunition. No rusting. No loading. No pitting. And NO GUN CLEANING!

Remington

WALLOP
REACH
Now CORRUGATED
An Improvement you can SEE!

All extra power, extra long range Nitro Express Shot Shells are now Corrugated. They look distinctly different. They are distinctly different.

They won't slip out of fumbling fingers. They're stronger and tougher! And can they take punishment! To find out how good they were we vacuum-dried them for 24 hours, then froze them at sub-zero temperatures. They showed equal superiority in firing performance after such treatment. In a series of breakdown tests they ably demonstrated that here again Remington has pioneered a feature in shotshells that gives added value and complete reliability to the gunner who uses them.

This new Corrugated improvement is a patented Remington feature. And the only long range shells that offer it are Remington's Nitro Express.